Willow Stream Spa at Fairmont Ajman

Willow Stream Spa at Fairmont Ajman restores your energy from its natural surroundings: the contemplation of the turquoise-toned Arabian Gulf, calmness of wide sandy shores and the warmth of a setting sun. All the elements fused together to create a truly peaceful getaway in the smallest of the seven Emirates of the United Arab Emirates.

Offering an array of lifestyle choices and encompassing total well-being, Willow Stream Spa at Fairmont Ajman combines an exclusive facility focusing on outdoor destination activities, spa and well-being. Our treatment menu includes a selection of authentic body treatments using locally inspired hammam products by Hammamii along with a collection of massage and facial treatments from Kerstin Florian to help skin achieve a state of optimum health and vitality.

Willow Stream Spa helps you find your energy away from the hectic city life to a place of tranquil beauty and serenity. Our spacious spa is laid out over 970 square meters and includes nine luxuriously appointed spa suites including one couple’s suite and a nail and hair beauty bar for finishing touches. The wet facilities are complete with saunas, steam rooms and a private hammam room. Allow us to delight and surprise you as we lead you on a sensory journey bringing overall balance and a sense of calm to your spa experience.
Our name: Willow Stream

Willow Stream Spas are acclaimed around the world for our focus on finding innovative ways to help guests discover their own energy. Energy makes the difference between living and living well; recharging our energy allows us to flow, rather than fight, through life.

That is why energy renewal is our mission.

Each of our spas is designed to reflect the beauty and ambience of its location and of the hotel in which it is located, so no two are alike. But all of our spas have this in common: they deliver an outstanding experience. Simply being here—away from the chaos of everyday life—relaxes our guests and starts them on their energy journey.

Our spa experiences combine authentic and effective treatments with a place for you to spend time alone or with your friends. Social spaces by the pool, relaxation lounges and steam rooms, yoga and fitness areas— all are designed to stir our passion for living with abundant energy.

Our logo: Our logo is composed of ancient symbols for the world’s essential elements: earth, air, fire and water. The willow—wood—is the fifth element. Balancing these elements puts us in sync with nature’s equilibrium.
Willow Stream Spa Product Philosophy

Willow Stream Spa places emphasis on many aspects when choosing spa products for each of our Spas around the world. With luxury in mind, each brand selected demands quality and result-driven treatments, which are personalised to suit the needs of our valued guests. Environmental sustainability is considered whenever and wherever possible, which reflects our social responsibility. Our relationships with the product houses are important to ensure that we have premium spa products and training available for every encounter with our guests.

Kerstin Florian

Kerstin Florian is a luxury skin-care company that focuses on results. Guided by a philosophy of “outer beauty, inner health”, Kerstin Florian inspires a sense of well-being through powerful plant, marine and technically advanced ingredients, as well as professionally designed spa services.

To support a wellness-based lifestyle and to achieve healthy-looking vibrant skin Kerstin Florian encourages four core lifestyle practices people can incorporate into their daily lives which are Proper Nutrition, Regular Exercise, Peace of Mind and Care of the Face & Body.

Hammamii

In blending the past with the present, we celebrate traditions of old and create new rituals for today. The unique products in the Hammamii treatment range have been selected and matched to each specific ritual to deliver a luxuriously enjoyable and personalised spa experience. From the high Atlas Mountains and the Ourika Valley to the vast land of the UAE, the fresh ingredients are carefully harvested by hand and assembled in their facility in Dubai. The products in the Hammamii range are luxuriously formulated using indigenous desert plants and herbs such as prickly pear, senna, mint, nigella and Argan oil to name but a few. Hammamii products are 100% Halal, 100% natural and chemical free.
Willow Stream Wellness Facilities

We know that exercise is a vital component to daily life, especially for travellers on the go, who appreciate the desire for high-quality, well-equipped fitness facilities. Life Fitness® provides spacious customised wellness areas and supply fitness facilities to meet all your needs. Catering to your own fitness level, ability, or age, our dedicated wellness professionals are here to assist you in achieving your personal health and fitness goals, supporting you every step of the way.

Fairmont Ajman is the perfect environment to restore your energy with access available to hotel guests as well as day visitors and members, offering the following facilities and services:

- Personal training sessions
- Temperature-controlled outdoor swimming pool
- Wet areas, complete with sauna and steam room
- Relaxation areas
- Locker area and changing rooms
Hydrotherapy Experiences

Steam Room Wellness
Maintained at 42-45°C, this humid, aromatic heat experience is highly beneficial for those that suffer from asthma and bronchitis, as it opens up the breathing passages and alleviates congestion. We recommend that a session last 10-15 minutes and that you keep your body well hydrated afterwards. Humid heat is especially beneficial before or after a massage treatment to increase circulation.

Sauna Wellness
Maintained between 80-85°C, this dry heat soothes and warms the muscles, relieving tension from your body and minimising joint pain. This is especially beneficial for those who suffer from illnesses such as arthritis, painful migraines, and headaches, or as a way of warming the body after an intense workout or treating the common cold. Dry heat is recommended for 10-15 minutes daily and it is important to ensure that your body is kept well hydrated afterwards.
Things to do at Fairmont Ajman

While staying at Fairmont Ajman, we offer a variety of indoor and outdoor activities for adults and children.
- Kids Club and outdoor play area
- Personal Training
- Water-sports
- Desert Safari

Please speak with one of our team members who can assist you in selecting activities that will suit your needs.
Willow Stream Signature Expressions

Willow Stream Signature Expressions bring together the key elements of face and body as one. We place a careful emphasis on our guests feeling locally connected while encouraging relaxation to restore their personal energies, resulting in revitalisation.

Arabian Sensory Oasis - 120 minutes

This Arabian sensory journey commences with a traditional foot ritual with herbal exfoliation and massage to relieve the leg and feet. Experience a full body dry brushing and firming exfoliation with an aromatic blend of arabica coffee, cardamom and sumac. Followed by a 2-step cleansing facial and mild exfoliation using activated charcoal, and a relaxing hair & scalp treatment. Indulge in a full body, face and scalp massage with Nigelle circulation body oil. Finish with a calming inhalation ritual, application of precious Cacti Elixir to nourish and repair and a mist of rose water to refresh & balance.

Neroli Blossom Sensory Experience - 150 minutes

This completely balancing and rejuvenating spa experience will leave you in a state of complete peace. To begin, earthly minerals are combined with sweet Neroli Blossoms for a blissful body polish. Himalayan sea salt spheres are then warmed to enhance a head to toe balancing massage. A moisture masque drenches your skin, wrapped inside a cocoon while a soothing sweet orange blossom facial massage & marine masque leaves you uplifted and restored.
Classic Facials

Customised Corrective Facial - 60/90 minutes
A deep cleansing and skin-refining facial specifically designed for congested, oily and problematic, sensitive or dull looking skin. After a full consultation, your therapist will create a targeted treatment plan for your specific skin conditions to provide immediate and lasting results. Includes an exclusive professional Multi-Acid Complex peel followed with a purifying organic masque. A result orientated facial perfect for all skin types, leaving a radiant glow.

Gentlemen’s Facial - 60 minutes
A deep-cleansing, therapeutic facial designed for a man’s specific skin care needs. Relaxes the skin as it refines pores. Includes a muscle-easing massage and purifying masque. Specifically addresses sensitivity and razor burn.

Hammamii Classic Facial - 60 minutes
A highly effective regional facial treatment adapted to the specific needs of the skin. Our Hammamii classic facial begins with a two-phase deeply cleansing ritual containing activated charcoal & bergamot, followed by a rose & date facial exfoliation, warmed Argan kernel lifting massage, finalised by a bespoke mask and application of concentrated prickly pear cactus elixir to nourish and repair.

Facial Enhancements

Eye Rescue
This intensive eye treatment is designed to diminish fine lines and wrinkles up to 27%, improve dark circles, relieve puffy eyes, improve clarity and totally rejuvenate the delicate eye area for a brighter, more luminescent look.

PRO 30 Multi-Acid Peel
This exclusive 30% multi-acid peel combines glycolic, lactic, phytic and salicylic acids along with naturally-derived botanicals to achieve a safe, yet highly beneficial refining treatment. Effectively reduces the appearance of pigmentation, sun damage, fine lines and problematic skin to promote a brighter, more even skin tone.
Authentic Experiences

Emirates Hammam - 60 minutes

Hammamii is the first spa brand to incorporate locally sourced fresh ingredients from the Emirates. The ritual of cleansing, exfoliating, massaging and moisturising using dates from Ras Al Khaimah, mineral-rich camel’s milk from the desert, as well as Arabian coffee, aromatic za’atar and luxurious anti-ageing body oil to deliver a traditional experience.

Marriage Hammam - 90 minutes

A traditional marriage ritual of preparation and purification begins with a mask containing curcuma, mineral-rich camel’s milk, solaire and vervein. Natural humectants, saffron infused oil and MielRosa, leave the body illuminated and moisturised.
Body Treatments

Lavender Dreams Experience - 90 minutes
Relax. Dreams of lavender fields kissed by the French sun envelop your senses as you drift on waves of blue. Breathe deep. Inhale the calming and balancing benefits of Wild Lavender in this completely uplifting and rejuvenating spa experience. Includes a two-step invigorating full body scrub, a warm wrap with pressure point scalp massage and a full body massage with warm, healing stones. This treatment is complete with our decadent Lavender truffles.

Body Slimming Treatment - 60 minutes
Refine and firm body contours with a detoxifying scrub to energise and detox while a cellulite-reducing massage with clinically-proven actives promotes slimming results. This treatment gives you a healthy dose of nutrition by complementing your slimming treatment with the Spirulina Superfood smoothie which helps to boost the metabolism through algae rich nutrients.

Brightening Bamboo Body Scrub - 60 minutes
This multi-active experience incorporates exfoliating bamboo, fruit enzymes and multi-fruit acids along with stimulating body buffing techniques to refine texture and brighten skin. This treatment is complemented with the Kerstin Florian Brightening Up Smoothie to boost your immune system and give your skin a healthy radiant glow.
Body Massages
Willow Stream Ajman Signature Massage - 90 minutes
Renew and refresh body and mind with this therapeutic ritual. Begin with energy balancing and inhalation using our organic signature calm mind essential oil. Melt away tension and stress with a full body and ayurvedic scalp massage using the uplifting aromas of Grapefruit and Black Pepper. End your ritual with signature stretching to improve flexibility and create an overall feeling of wellbeing.

Traditional Thai Massage - 90 Minutes
This centuries-old therapy, known as passive yoga, is the perfect answer for anyone searching for optimal health, the release of tension and the restoration of vitality.

Rescue & Release Deep Tissue Massage - 60/90 minutes
Whether you are in need of general stress relief or deep-seated tension, this massage is designed to focus on muscle and joint stress. Specialised techniques will focus on specific areas of concern and ease common discomforts such as a stiff neck, painful lower back pain and sore, tight shoulders.

Absolute Relaxation Massage - 60/90 minutes
Using the art of movement combined with ancient aromatherapy oils, this Swedish-style full body massage uses gentle techniques to help restore harmony and relaxes the mind and body.

Oriental Foot Reviver - 60 minutes
Experience holistic revitalisation and deep relaxation as your therapist applies specific thumb and finger techniques to various reflex points on the feet, which effectively stimulate corresponding organs in the upper body.

Couple’s Treatments
Treasured Time - 60/90 minutes
Relax together with a full body aromatherapy massage, which uses a blend of essential oils and purpose-designed movements to stimulate circulation, promote deep relaxation and restore the flow of energy throughout the body. This wonderfully soothing and rejuvenating experience is ideal for togetherness time.

Couple’s Treatments- SPA BY DESIGN
Customise your couple’s experience by choosing a selection of treatments from the menu to suit your needs. Whether it is a gathering with friends or time spent with a special one, we can cater to all your needs. The VIP suite is an exclusive environment which includes private shower and massage tables with enough space to relax for hours. You can also elevate your experience with the following amenities:

- Flowers and candlelight
- Lunch or snacks selection from our dining menu
- Alcoholic or non-alcoholic beverages
Spa Essentials Packages

Our experienced coordinators would be happy to recommend any two, three or five-hour spa packages suited to your specific needs. These can include anything from the menu above, as well as a healthy snack or nutritious lunch.

Additional Time

To upgrade any of our present treatment list with additional time and services, the below mini treatments will suit your skin care needs, ensuring complete relaxation and rejuvenation. Choose from a variety of 30-minute mini treatments including:

- Head and Scalp Massage
- Body Scrub
- Express Facial
- Head, Neck and Shoulder Massage
- Foot Massage
Spa Etiquette

Spa Environment
Willow Stream Spa is a place to restore your energy and relax. For your peace and privacy, phones and other electronic devices are not permitted. If you would to receive messages during your time with us, please let one of our colleagues know and we would be happy to assist.

Spa arrival and etiquette
We recommend you arrive 30 minutes prior to your appointment time to enjoy the facilities and ensure your treatment starts on time. Late arrivals may result in a reduction of your treatment experience. Please come and spend the day with us. To make any changes to your booking, please contact the the Willow Stream Spa at: +971 6 7015546.
Personal matters
Please inform us of any health conditions at the time of booking. You will also be asked to complete a medical history form upon arrival, so we can better customise your experience to your needs.

Spa attire
You will receive a robe and slippers to wear between treatments and a locker for your personal belongings. For your comfort, undergarments must be worn during treatments. We ask that you please leave jewellery and valuables in your hotel room.

Gift vouchers
Gift Vouchers for all Willow Stream Spa services and packages are available for purchase. Please contact our Spa Experience Coordinators for further information.

Making spa appointments
T: + 971 6 7015546
T: + 971 6 7015757 (Operator)
Email: ajm.willowstream@fairmont.com
Consult our Willow Stream Spa Experience Coordinators to select treatments that fulfill your personal requirements. The Willow Stream Spa is located on level M1 of Fairmont Ajman. Advanced reservations are recommended to ensure availability.

Spa cancellation policy
If you wish to reschedule or cancel your spa appointment, please notify the Willow Stream Spa four hours in advance. Cancellation or rescheduling of a package requires 24 hours’ notice. Missed appointments without proper notice are subject to a 100% charge for reserved services.

Tax and service charges
For your convenience, Municipality fees and 10% service charge are included in the treatment price.

Hours of operation
Spa Treatments: 10:00 AM to 10:00 PM daily
Fitness Centre: 24 hours, daily
أنشطة خلال إقامتكم في فิرونج عجمان

أثناء إقامتكم في فيرمونت عجمان، نقدم لكم تشكيلة من الأنشطة الداخلية والخارجية خاصة بالأطفال والأطفال الصغار.

- نادي الأطفال ومساحة لعب خارجية
- الرياضات المائية
- تدريب خاصة
- رحلة سفرية صحراوية

يرجى التحدث مع أحد أفراد فريق العمل، لمساعدتك في اختيار الأنشطة التي تناسبكم.